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Preface

Flash back a mere 10 years.  Few of us had ventured onto the World

Wide Web and had not yet heard of a small start-up called Netscape.

America Online had all of 300,000 subscribers and was a long way from

becoming a household word. The so-called e-business revolution wasn’t yet

under way, let alone e-philanthropy. 

It wasn’t until 1997 – just seven years ago – when a visitor to the Ford

Foundation’s first Web site could access the organization’s annual report

online. It would be three years before Verizon Foundation became the first

corporate funder in the U.S. to embrace digital grantmaking and require

grantseekers to submit their applications electronically. 

By then the much-touted New Economy was in full swing. Foundation

portfolios swelled. People flocked to the Internet, and soon the philanthropic

sector had its share of “dot orgs” using the Internet as an advocacy and

fundraising tool. 

Those were heady days indeed. Today, the fever has long since

subsided, but the innovation spawned by the dot-com explosion will be with

us for many years to come. As it turns out, that’s proving to be a good thing

for grantmaking foundations, whose effectiveness depends on management

and dissemination of their two most valuable assets – knowledge and money. 

Information technology generally, and the Internet in particular, are

supporting an extraordinary array of new tools and services for grantmakers,

as well as the tens of thousands of nonprofit organizations they support. 

For all the over-hyped promise of the New Economy, one thing is

clear: the Internet has unleashed an unprecedented level of information-

sharing, networking, collaboration, and community-building throughout the

philanthropic sector. 

New Times, New Questions

When iapps opened its doors as an Internet consulting firm in 1994, the

most common question we heard from grantmakers was, “Why should we go

online?” Today, as we celebrate our 10th year serving the philanthropic

sector, the question is, “How can we better align the Internet with our

programs, initiatives, and internal processes?” 

That question, and others like it, is no longer the province of information

technology directors or foundation chief information officers. On the

contrary, questions about how to better use technology are being asked by

people at every level of the organization. 

Foundation program officers are asking how the Internet can improve

collaboration among their grantees. Grant administrators want to know how

their Web site can be integrated with their back-office grants management

systems. Communications officers are seeking new ways to use the Internet to

expand their foundation’s reach and increase transparency. Senior executives

are asking how technology can strengthen their foundation’s effectiveness. 

These questions reflect a sea change in the way grantmakers view the

Internet. They also underscore notable trends in how grantmakers are using the

Internet to change the way they – and their grantees – work for social change.  

So to mark the occasion of iapps’ 10th anniversary, we thought it fitting to

highlight these trends. In our view they represent enormous advances in how

foundations think about and apply new technology to advance their work. 

Drawing upon the experience of some of the nation’s most forward-

thinking foundations, this guide focuses on four major trends in grantmakers’

use of the Internet:
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Transparency – Using the Internet to heighten awareness of a

foundation’s purpose and programs, priorities, recent grants and

funding criteria, as well as the outcomes of its grantmaking. 

Network Building – Creating an online workspace in which

funders, grantees and other foundation stakeholders collaborate and

share timely information to maximize their effectiveness.

Knowledge Management – Implementing Web-based systems

to capture, synthesize, manage and disseminate knowledge gleaned

from funders and grantees. 

Integrated Grants Management – Building Web-based systems

to streamline the grants management life cycle, from eligibility

screening and online application submission to proposal review and

grantee reporting. 

As this book makes clear, the Internet is helping grantmakers build

foundations for success, transforming their role in ways that make them not

just funders, but drivers of social change. 

Like the dot-com boom itself, the trends we discuss will one day be a

thing of the past. But their effects are likely to resonate well into the future. 

t
t

t
t
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Transparency – a term most grantmakers consider the first cousin to

accountability, is a hot topic these days and with good reason.

Foundations serve a public purpose, receive valuable tax benefits and

face more pressure than ever to demonstrate the impact of their grantmaking.  

A Web site does not make a foundation transparent any more than a glossy

annual report makes it accountable. It does, however, make transparency possible

at a level unimaginable in the non-wired world. Timely information can be

disseminated immediately. Knowledge can be shared globally. Communication

can be tailored, targeted and tracked – all at a fraction of the cost of print media. 

To be sure, transparency takes many forms, but at heart it’s about

openness. How open a foundation chooses to be says more about its

operating philosophy than its eagerness to embrace the Internet. But in a

wired world, this philosophy manifests itself in striking ways. It is evident day

to day, rather than year to year. It is apparent not just to those a grantmaker

seeks out, but to those who seek out a grantmaker. It is there for the world

to see – or not. 

Shifting Expectations

Ten years ago, few would have predicted that the wired world would

reshape how grantmaking foundations communicate and share information.

Nobody assumed a foundation would be more transparent if its Web site

pre-qualified potential grantees before inviting them to submit an online

application. Nor that it would be a good idea to integrate a foundation’s

back-office grants management system with its Web site so that new grant

information could be made readily available to a global audience. 

If anything has proven true, it’s that expectations have changed. In the

early days, so-called “brochureware” was considered a laudable starting

point for a wired foundation. Today, at best, it’s considered a lost opportunity.

At worst, it’s presented as further evidence that grantmakers are not being
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Transparency

“Experience has shown that foundations are most

effective when they operate openly and accountably,

when they are clear about their objectives and

effectively communicate these objectives to those

they seek to help.”1

The Aspen Institute
Nonprofit Sector Strategy Group
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designed to supplement the Irvine Foundation’s annual report, which is now

published in both print and electronic versions. 

Another sign of the trend is the growing number of grantmakers that

disseminate monthly e-newsletters to keep their constituents informed, and

where possible, to improve their effectiveness. 

For the Washington, D.C.-based Meyer Foundation, transparency means

sharing its knowledge, expertise and connections to the broader funding

community. Its e-newsletter is used not just to tout its own successes, but to

inform Washington-area nonprofits of new funding sources, learning

opportunities, and capacity-building resources. 

For grantmakers like Meyer that aspire to be more transparent, e-

newsletters are an effective way to target specific audiences, such as grantees,

opinion leaders, and policymakers. 

The William T. Grant Foundation in New York asks its e-newsletter

subscribers to specify what kind of information they want to receive from the

foundation – new grant announcements or application guidelines, for example.

Subscribers can tell the Foundation what they want, when they want it, and in

what format. The foundation then targets its communications, ensuring that a

subscriber only interested in juvenile justice doesn’t get an update on child care. 

Beyond the Basics

Transparent foundations go further still. They electronically publish up-

to-date grants data, providing information on the size, purpose and duration

of active grants. They share what they learn with others in the field. They

report candidly on the outcome of past grants. They help grantseekers

determine whether they are eligible to receive funding. Where possible, they

alert grantseekers to other potential sources of support. 

The William Penn Foundation, a major funder of Philadelphia-region
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sufficiently forthcoming with grantseekers and the public about their objectives,

priorities, and accomplishments. 

“The wired world . . . sets up high expectations for open access, transparency,

rich and ‘storied’ data, knowledge sharing and rapid response time,” observes

Marcia Sharp in Foundation News & Commentary. “It flattens hierarchies, calls

boundaries into question . . . and makes ‘linking to learn’ and ‘learning by doing’

the order of the day.”2 

Those are difficult expectations to meet, but the trends are encouraging.

More foundations than ever are using the Internet to share information with

their stakeholders and the broader public. 

In its last annual survey of the top 20,000 private, corporate and community

foundations, the Foundation Center found that more than 1,250 use the Internet

to disseminate information about their activities, guidelines and grantees. That’s

up by nearly 200 from the year before. “Web sites are the fastest growing vehicle

for grantmakers to communicate with grantseekers and the public,” said Loren

Renz, vice president for research at the Foundation Center.3

Beginning with Basics

For most wired foundations, transparency begins with the basics:

Information on past grants, investments, finances and officers – the kind of

thing traditionally published in foundation annual reports. A new generation

of grantmakers, like the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation in San

Francisco, use their Web site to give the public one-click access to the same

990-PF form they file with the Internal Revenue Service.  

But that’s just the beginning. At some point, wired foundations

recognize the Web makes it feasible to go well beyond the basics. The James

Irvine Foundation, one of the largest grantmaking foundations in California,

now publishes Irvine Quarterly, an e-zine that includes grantee profiles,

summaries of recent grants, staff updates and other timely news.  IQ is
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nonprofits, is an excellent example. It created an online “Grant Center” that

seamlessly integrates with its back-office grants management system.  Each

week, the Grant Center is automatically refreshed with data imported directly

from the foundation’s GIFTS database.  Site visitors can search Penn’s grants

database and filter the results by program area, priority, objective, grant

amount and location. 

Similarly, more community foundations are building online portals to

give donors real-time access to grant-related information. Fundholders with

the Rochester Area Community Foundation, for example, use NPO Solutions’

DonorCentral to track grants and distributions, check fund balances, monitor

a fund’s market value and view quarterly fund statements. The foundation’s

donor advisors have the added ability to request grants online using the

equivalent of an electronic shopping cart. 

This level of transparency is more important than ever, says Jeffrie Leahy,

the Foundation’s chief operating officer and vice president of donor services.

“Donor expectations keep ratcheting up,” Leahy says. “You do your banking

online, you look up your investments online, you expect to be able to open

accounts online, you do shopping online . . . We expect information to be

there instantaneously.” 

Saving Time and Energy

Foundations that operate openly take the guesswork out of grantmaking.

That’s good for grantseekers who want to quickly ascertain their eligibility for

funding. By learning early in the process that they do not meet a foundation’s

funding criteria, grantseekers can focus their efforts elsewhere, saving time

and energy. 

A growing number of grantmakers use interactive screening tools to pre-

qualify potential grantees. The best ones clarify why a grantseeker’s proposal

is ineligible and include links to other potential sources of support. 
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The William Penn Foundation’s Web site is integrated with its back-office grants
management system to ensure that site visitors have the most up-to-date information
available on the foundation’s grantmaking. 
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Tangible Outcomes 

Today’s grants are tomorrow’s lessons learned. That’s why more funders

are beginning to use the Internet to share what they’re learning – with other

funders, grantseekers and the field. 

A leader in this area is the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF),

which uses its Web site to disseminate timely reports on its grantmaking results.

The reports describe the problem addressed, objectives and strategies, results

or findings, and post-grant activities. Many also describe RWJF’s reason for

making the grant and include contact information so funders and others know

who at the foundation to contact for further information. 

Sharing Stories 

A related trend is the increasing use of the Internet to tell a foundation’s

story, using streaming media to bring to life the purpose and impact of its

grantmaking. A case in point is the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, one of

the largest and highest profile grantmaking foundations in the world.

Visitors to the Gates Foundation’s “Story Gallery” get an up-close and

surprisingly intimate look at the people whose lives are being affected by the

foundation’s work on such issues as HIV/AIDS. An interactive multimedia

documentary enables site visitors to better understand the global effects of

HIV/AIDS, and why stopping the transmission of HIV has become the

foundation’s top global health priority.  

A similar multimedia slide show explores the impact of the Gates

Foundation’s work in education, taking site visitors inside schools to gain a

deeper appreciation of their needs and challenges. 

Becoming Transparent

Now more than ever, taking steps to become more transparent makes good

sense for foundations. It improves accountability. It helps grantees connect with
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To meet increased donor expectations, Rochester Area Community Foundation uses NPO
Solutions’ DonorCentral to provide donors with real-time access to fund-related
information. 
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and learn about a few of the ways iapps is helping grantmakers improve their

transparency by putting their philosophy into practice. 

ASK YOUR COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER:

What information can we share to increase our transparency? 

ASK YOUR GRANTS MANAGER:

How much time could we save our staff and potential grantees by

being more explicit about our guidelines and establishing

grantseekers’ qualifications earlier in the process? 

ASK YOUR GRANTEES:

What can we do to improve communication between the foundation

and the nonprofits we support? 

TELL YOUR GRANTS EVALUATORS:

Measuring the outcomes of our grants and sharing what we learn with

the field can advance our goals and improve our effectiveness.  

t
t

t
t
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the most suitable funders. It keeps donors in the loop. And it strengthens the

field by informing other funders about valuable lessons learned. 

To put your foundation on a path to greater transparency, visit the

foundation Web sites mentioned here. They are leaders in reflecting openness

and responsiveness on the Web. You can learn more by downloading The

Aspen Institute’s report on “Foundation Accountability and Effectiveness”

from www.aspeninst.org. 

Or bookmark iapps.com/solutions. It provides descriptions of online

tools and techniques that support transparency, as well as case studies

highlighting foundations’ use of the Internet. Keep up with new solutions,
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To powerfully convey the purpose behind its grantmaking, the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation Web site features multimedia documentaries. 
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Social enterprises, from community-based nonprofits to billion-dollar

foundations, want better ways to communicate and collaborate. Web-

based networks – or what many now think of as online communities – are

making this possible on an unprecedented scale. 

These online networks create a framework for grantmakers and grantees to

connect, collaborate and communicate. They are a means of leveraging financial

resources by eliminating duplication of effort. And unlike the occasional

conference or workshop, they provide a forum where knowledge-sharing can

occur 24/7 – in the office, from home or in the field. 

Foundations as diverse as the William T. Grant Foundation in New York

and the San Francisco-based Tides Foundation are embarking on bold

network-building initiatives to ensure that their grantees share what they’re

learning, as they’re learning it. By focusing as much on strategy as technology,

they are gaining traction and getting results. 

Foundation grantees are coming together in virtual workspaces to learn

about one another’s successes, as well as their challenges, in the areas of

program development, public policy, service delivery, outreach and more.

Affinity groups, such as the Grants Managers Network, Jewish Funders Network,

Technology Affinity Group and many others, are creating online communities to

improve information-sharing among peers working on similar issues. 

Emerging Communities

Several distinct types of online communities are emerging in the philanthropic

sector. While these are described as communities of practice, communities of interest

or even learning communities, they fall into one of three broad categories: 

• Grantee-to-grantee networks

• Funder-to-grantee networks

• Funder-to-funder networks

Network Building 
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Network Building

“Envision a new model . . . more like a network. It has

several operating characteristics. It is driven by

information and knowledge, which is shared

constantly and purposefully among grantees and

foundations, by Web, print, and constant personal

connection. Relationships flourish. Mutual learning

occurs. Technical assistance is constant. Metrics aid

accountability, but they are determined jointly and

shared jointly to form mutual gain.”4

Edward Skloot
Executive Director, Surdna Foundation
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Funding for this initiative included dollars earmarked specifically to

create an online network – an extranet – to foster the ongoing exchange of

information and resources among CCI participants. This includes lessons

learned implementing new systems, posting documents and templates that

can be readily adapted by other clinics, summaries of new research, and
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Each of these networks brings to life Edward Skloot’s vision of personal

connection driven by shared information and knowledge. And each reflects

a significant new trend in how grantmakers both facilitate and benefit from

the development of communities of shared interest and practice. 

Grantee-to-Grantee Networks

Foundation grantees are at once a source of information and the ones

who need it most. By creating a forum where grantees can readily connect with

each other, a growing number of foundations are facilitating the exchange of

valuable knowledge and resources. In the process, they increase the likelihood

of a greater social return on investment.

With today’s new grantee-to-grantee networks, foundations are

helping to foster communities of practice in which grantees:

• Participate in discussions about pressing issues

• Share research, resources, articles and best practices

• Survey their peers

• Form partnerships

• Report on their approaches to problems and the results

• Publicize upcoming events and training opportunities

Giving grantees money to advance their social mission is the essence of

grantmaking. But giving those same grantees the means to learn from their

peers is a hallmark of effective philanthropy. Indeed, grantee-to-grantee

networks reflect a laudable commitment on the part of grantmakers to improve

their grantees’ performance. 

Take, for example, the Community Clinics Initiative (CCI), a partnership

between the Tides Foundation in San Francisco and The California Endowment,

one of the state’s largest health funders. CCI is designed to introduce new

technology and information systems to California’s nonprofit community clinics,

with the ultimate objective to improve the health of low-income residents. 

Network Building22
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An extranet funded by The California Endowment and the Tides Foundation is used by
grantees of the Community Clinics Initiative to collaborate and share information. 
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more. CCI participants also use the extranet to submit reports and access

technical assistance resources. 

The extranet enables clinic staff – medical directors, outreach workers and

information technology specialists – to quickly share information on emerging

issues such as privacy policies, electronic medical records and practice

management systems. For example, several network grantees used the extranet’s

online discussion board to discuss best practices in securely capturing, coding

and accessing patient medical documents from mobile medical units.

In this instance, several responses were posted within hours of the initial

inquiry. But because this and similar discussions occur virtually, the exchange

will continue as more lessons are learned. The knowledge will remain for

future reference for those new to the community. It’s a great example of how

an online network fosters collaboration among a community of practice. 

Beyond its discussion areas, the CCI extranet delivers time-sensitive

news, including updates on federal programs and new funding

opportunities. To facilitate networking, it includes a clinic staff directory,

searchable by name, location, issue area and the type of practice

management software each clinic is using. 

This is not to suggest the success of the CCI extranet is technology-

driven – quite the contrary. Tides Foundation recognized early on that human

factors would make or break its online community. 

CCI’s network organizer, Evelyn Pine, noted that, “Tides invested in not

only a technological infrastructure, but in a people infrastructure.” According

to Pine, that investment ensures information is relevant and timely, technical

support is readily at hand, and participants receive training on how to make

the most of the network’s online tools. 
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Online Community-Building: 
Tactics That Work

When the Tides Foundation set out to build an extranet

for grantees of The California Endowment’s Community Clinics

Initiative, its first big challenge would be its most formidable:

getting busy clinic staff to make online collaboration and

information-sharing as routine as email and conference calls. 

According to the extranet’s community manager, Evelyn

Pine, the challenge had to be addressed tactically. It meant

investing the time to train people, encourage active participation

and reinforce day-to-day usage through practical applications of

the technology. 

“One of our core constituencies is technology staff, but

we’re also interested in involving the operations people – the

managers and medical directors – so we had to find a way to

encourage people who wouldn’t naturally live online,” Pine

said. “We held some online operations discussions about

issues that were really crucial to them.”

After the extranet went live in June 2001, Pine said the

staff “launched right into planning discussions, posting good

information people needed and wanted, and managed these

discussions professionally rather than haphazardly.” That

investment, Pine says, has helped make CCI’s extranet

integral to the effectiveness of the initiative as a whole.

      



and interest, and quickly identify colleagues who work on similar projects. 

“That’s one of our main goals – to nurture a community among our

larger, extended family of grantees,” Tilles says. “We’re hoping they can

maintain the dialogue they begin at retreats, whether it’s related to specific

research they’re doing or more general information.” 
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Funder-to-Grantee Networks

Today more than ever, grantees rely on foundations not just for money,

but knowledge. They want to tap grantmakers’ expertise, experience and

connections. They want one-click access to their grant information,

notification of reporting deadlines and downloadable budget forms. Most of

all, they want to be “in the loop.” 

Funder-to-grantee networks make this possible. They provide a shared

space in which funders and grantees can exchange information, resources,

feedback – virtually anything that can enhance a grantee’s effectiveness. 

Grantmakers are beginning to use these networks to keep their grantees

informed of important program developments, new research and other

sources of funding. They are integrating online tools to streamline the

reporting process – keeping grantees apprised of their grant status, and

providing downloadable reporting forms and budget templates that can be

completed off-line and resubmitted electronically. 

When the William T. Grant Foundation launched its new public Web site in

2001, it also introduced a secure extranet for its grantees – scholars, practitioners,

researchers, social scientists and others working on issues ranging from after-

school programs to welfare policy. The extranet informs grantees of new

funding opportunities, research findings, policy developments and other timely

news that could have a direct bearing on the outcome of their work. 

“The extranet has transformed the way we communicate with our

grantees,” says Brenda Tilles, a communications associate with the William T.

Grant Foundation.  Grantees can use the extranet to ask questions, search

for publications and reports commissioned by the Foundation, and locate

colleagues in related fields of inquiry. 

One of the most popular features on the extranet is a database of

grantee profiles, which enables grantees to specify their areas of expertise
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Members of the William T. Grant Foundation’s grantee extranet can identify colleagues by
their expertise, interests, fields of study and other criteria.
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Another leader in the use of funder-to-grantee networks is The Pew

Charitable Trusts, which launched Pew EZLink in 2002 to provide its grantees

with online access to time-sensitive information, such as report deadlines

and payment status. 

Pew EZLink allows grantees to download report templates, which can be

completed offline and then uploaded to the site once they are ready for

review. To ease the workload on grants managers, EZLink automatically notifies

the appropriate staff member that a grantee’s report has been submitted. 

For Pew grantees like Wendy Neubert at Brown University, Pew EZLink

delivers on its promise to streamline business processes that grantees routinely

undertake with funders. “Instead of having to fax documents or race to meet

the FedEx deadline, we can now just push a button,” Neubert told Foundation

News & Commentary last year.5 “EZLink makes for a much closer relationship

and better exchange of information.” 

Funder-to-Funder Networks

Every year foundations invest hundreds of millions in research, reports,

service delivery and program development. There is obviously much to be

learned about the outcome of these grants. Not surprisingly, there is increasing

interest among foundations in sharing what they’ve learned with fellow

grantmakers. 

Take, for example, the Funders’ Network for Smart Growth and Livable

Communities. Founded in 1999 by seven foundations, the Network’s mission

is to strengthen funders’ efforts to support organizations working to build

livable communities, and protect and preserve natural resources.

To achieve these goals, the Funders’ Network convenes multidisciplinary

funders who work with communities to develop information, network, refine

grantmaking and target support. 
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• Community Clinics
Initiative

• William T. Grant
Foundation 

• Pew EZ Link

• Funders’ Network for
Smart Growth and
Livable Communities 

• Grants Managers
Network

• Share resources, news
and best practices

• Solve problems
collectively

• Network with peers

• Identify partnership
opportunities

• Stay up-to-date on
related events and
activities

• Discuss shared
interests and issues

• Stay connected
between face-to-face
meetings

Grantees:
• Review payment

information

• Access forms and
other documents

• Submit reports

• Request information
from the foundation

• Learn about deadlines,
events and other time-
sensitive information

Funders:
• Provide resources,

news and other
information

• Streamline processes
and manage requests

• Inform grantees of
other funding
opportunities

• Gather feedback

• Inform grantmaking by
sharing outcomes and
evaluation

• Identify collaboration
opportunities

• Provide research, news
and resources

• Aggregate data for all
grantmaking in a
particular field, e.g.
health, environment

• Professional and
career development

• Share news, strategies,
policies and best
practices

• Peer support

• Share issues and
opportunities relevant
to a particular field

• Networking

• More effective
partnerships

• Increased participation

• Greater replication of
successful models and
strategies

• More effective
outcomes

• Decreased need for
travel

• Cost savings 

• Reduced paper and
data entry

• Reduced staff time
responding to basic
grant status requests

• Increased accuracy
and timeliness of
grantee reporting

• Collaboration
opportunities

• More informed
grantmaking

• Improved job
performance

• Greater replication of
successful strategies,
policies and practices

Key Characteristics of Online Networks

Models

Activities

Benefits

Grantee-to-Grantee Funder-to-Grantee Funder-to-FunderNetwork
Type
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To more effectively address members’ problems and program needs, the

Funders’ Network took its fledgling community online, partly to share research,

but also to raise awareness of the interdisciplinary nature of the issues its

members face.

According to Ben Starrett, executive director of the Funders’ Network, the

main objective is to ensure funders learn from each other – what’s being tried,

what works and what doesn’t. A key element of the extranet is a comprehensive

database of what each funder is doing in the field. It includes descriptions of

each funder’s program scope, annual grant payout and staff bios. It links to

another searchable database with details of its grantees’ initiatives. 

The extranet also includes a virtual “Collaboration Room” where members

brainstorm and discuss timely issues such as green buildings or brownfield

redevelopment. An online workspace facilitates work on what the Network calls

“Collaborative Action Projects,” where members can upload documents for

review and comment. 

“There is no question that funders’ strategies that are informed by a

knowledge of what other people are doing, and by a broader base of

information, make for a sharper measuring stick,” Starrett says. “Especially in

a financially tight philanthropic climate, networking, coordination and

collaboration are more important than ever before.” 
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A funder-to-funder extranet managed by the Funders’ Network for Smart Growth and
Livable Communities provides members with a comprehensive database of each funders’
activities, searchable by region, issues funded and foundation type. 
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A New Model Takes Shape

At one time, a kiosk in the town square was considered an effective way

to share information. It brought people together, helped them make

connections and simplified the exchange of goods and services. Today’s

online networks serve a similar purpose on a global scale. They move

grantmakers one step closer to the future envisioned by the Surdna

Foundation’s Edward Skloot. 

But online networks don’t work by magic. They require tremendous care

and attention to grow and thrive. To make them work, grantmakers will need

to reassess how they communicate, collaborate and share information, with

each other and with their grantees. 

To learn more about network building, assess where your organization is,

and determine how you can build a viable network, download the Benton

Foundation’s “Benchmarks for Building Extranets and Online Communities”

from iapps.com/resources. 

Go to iapps.com/solutions to learn how iapps’ consultants, tools and

technology solutions are supporting online communities of practice. 

ASK YOUR GRANTEES:

What information from other grantees and our foundation staff would

increase your effectiveness? 

ASK YOUR PROGRAM STAFF:

What is the “market” demand for our knowledge, and what steps can we

take to share it through funder-to-funder and funder-to-grantee networks? 

ASK OTHER GRANTMAKERS:

How can we do a better job of packaging and communicating our

knowledge products so they can be readily shared with our peers? 

t
t

t
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Few concepts in the sector have generated as much buzz in recent years

as “knowledge management.” Interest isn’t confined to those typically

tasked with information management. On the contrary, knowledge

management is garnering the attention of foundation senior executives, grants

administrators, program officers and communications directors. KM is a

frequent topic of workshops and seminars, and sector publications such as

Foundation News & Commentary are devoting more and more ink to it. 

In the context of philanthropy, knowledge is generally understood as

new ideas to improve foundation and grantee practice, including lessons

learned, research findings and innovations. 

The McKinsey Quarterly, a publication of consulting firm McKinsey &

Company, attributes the heightened interest in knowledge management to

several forces – most notably, shrinking foundation endowments and greater

scrutiny on the part of donors and the media to show results. The McKinsey

authors wrote that foundations are “endowed with intellectual as well as

financial capital,” and implored, “Now is the time to use it.” 

Interest in the subject has grown so much that Grantmakers for Effective

Organizations (GEO) now has a specialty practice in the area. An affinity

group of the Council on Foundations, GEO publishes KNOWLEDGE, an e-

newsletter on best practices in knowledge management. GEO’s Web site

houses a growing database of resources for members, including sample

taxonomies, assessment tools and pilot designs. 

In March 2004, GEO joined forces with the Technology Affinity Group,

The Communications Network and The Consortium of Foundation Libraries

to offer a two-day conference for funders on knowledge management

strategies. The sold-out event brought together a diverse group of

communications directors, chief knowledge officers and IT directors from

foundations across the U.S. 

Knowledge Management
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Knowledge Management 

“Knowledge is not something that you can simply

capture in a database and then manage. To equate

knowledge with information is to not see what it

takes for knowledge to be knowledge.”

Etienne Wenger
CIO INSIGHT / 05.2002
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says Tim Wilmot, the foundation’s chief knowledge and evaluation officer.7

The foundation has designated “knowledge coordinators” who collect,

organize and share information with other members of the foundation’s

interdisciplinary work teams.

To support knowledge management, the foundation uses an internal Web

site – an intranet – where work team members share what they learn with

colleagues. The intranet is a living archive of lessons learned in the foundation’s

cross-cutting program areas of homelessness, poverty, substance abuse and

learning differences. 

Beyond Data 

Knowledge management is not simply about finding better ways to

process data. It’s about managing intellectual capital – what Lucy Bernholz,

CEO of Blueprint Research and Design, considers the cornerstone of

effective philanthropy. 

Bernholz, a recognized expert on foundation knowledge management,

foresees the emergence of “knowledge foundations.” In her view, a foundation

worthy of this moniker will see its knowledge as a distinct asset and will strategically

develop, capture, use and share that knowledge to achieve its mission.8 

For Bernholz, this is a logical role for many of today’s forward-thinking

foundations to play. “As foundations are increasingly investing in information

sharing, best practices discussions and grantee networking, it only makes sense for

them to position themselves as knowledge sources as well as financiers,” she says. 

Different Approaches, Different Outcomes

Knowledge management is an emerging field, by all accounts still very

much in its infancy. Models are being tested, and research into what works

clearly indicates that no one approach works for all organizations. 

Knowledge Management
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While interest in KM is at an all time high, a recent report commissioned

by the David and Lucile Packard Foundation suggests the sector still has a way

to go to improve its practices. The report’s authors concluded that, although

foundations spend millions on program evaluation and research, when it

comes to sharing their findings, “... philanthropy suffers from a serious case of

clogged arteries.”6

Gaining Traction

Change is in the works, thanks in part to concrete steps funders are

taking in the virtual realm. We’re seeing it in communities of practice, like the

Funders’ Network for Smart Growth and Livable Communities, which are

now actively using the Web to foster knowledge-sharing among practitioners

with similar needs and interests. 

The Grants Managers Network (GMN), an affinity group comprised of

some 600 grant administrators from more than 400 foundations, is breaking

similar ground. In 2002 GMN created a knowledge-sharing resource known

as GIGI (Group Intelligence on Grantmaking Information).

As its name implies, GIGI is designed to capture and disseminate

knowledge gained through the collective experience of GMN’s members.

GIGI houses hundreds of documents about best practices in foundation

grants management, and provides members with a forum to seek advice and

pose questions for debate and discussion. 

In June of 2003, GEO convened a group of leaders representing some 20

foundations, all in varying stages of implementing a KM strategy. While

participants cited a litany of obstacles to successful knowledge management,

the proceedings made clear that foundations are gaining traction.

Take, for example, the Charles and Helen Schwab Family Foundation,

where knowledge-sharing is now an integral part of the foundation culture.

“We are expected to share everything we know and be authentic about it,”
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Characteristics of a “Knowledge Foundation”

Lucy Bernholz, a leading thinker on the future of philanthropy and

author of Creating Philanthropic Markets: The Deliberate Evolution,

foresees the emergence of “knowledge foundations,” a new type of

organization that “gathers data, makes decisions from that information,

invests in those decisions with dollars and data-driven expertise

gathered from and shared with the organizations it supports.”

Information technology, Bernholz believes, is changing the
world of philanthropy as dramatically as e-commerce has reshaped
the world of business. In her view it presents foundations with a
valuable opportunity to reorganize, just as others have done in the
media, retail, and financial services sectors. 

According to Bernholz, a knowledge foundation: 

• Views knowledge assets as valuable a tool for social change as
financial assets.

• Strategically develops, captures, uses and shares knowledge
to achieve its mission.

• Recognizes its reliance on both external and internal knowledge,
and develops strategies that are appropriate to both. 

• Places as much emphasis on the development, management
and dissemination of knowledge as on grants processing. 

• Positions itself as a knowledge source as well as a financier. 

To learn more about what it takes to become a knowledge foundation, visit
www.blueprintrd.com/pubs/htm. There you will find several thoughtful articles and
papers on the subject, as well as “Philanthropy 2225,” Blueprint’s blog on the future
course of philanthropy.

Knowledge Management
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Research by Harvard Business School, McKinsey & Company, IBM and

others suggests some organizations are better suited to a so-called

codification strategy, in which knowledge is carefully classified and stored in

highly structured database-driven Web portals with powerful search tools.

Others are more apt to succeed with a personalization strategy, where

knowledge is associated with specific individuals. In those cases Web sites and

other technologies, such as list serves, are typically used as a way for people to

connect with each other and share tacit knowledge. 

One can readily find both models at work within the philanthropic sector.

Take, for example, the Baltimore-based Annie E. Casey Foundation (AECF),

with $2.5 billion in assets and 150 employees. AECF determined that it should

find a way to codify its senior staff’s knowledge so others, particularly newer

employees, could locate it quickly – without having to spend inordinate

amounts of time tracking down their colleagues, or worse, remaining unaware

that the knowledge existed. 

Casey assembled a knowledge management task force to classify the

foundation’s information on issues such as juvenile justice and child welfare. Today,

to streamline the process and ensure continual learning, senior associates use Web-

based templates to quickly capture what they learn through grantee site visits.

These findings are used to inform Casey’s grantmaking in other program areas. 

When the James Irvine Foundation in California initiated a strategic

planning process to define its grantmaking strategies for 2003, it relied heavily

on the personal knowledge and expertise of its staff to shape its priorities. As

new ideas surfaced, staff used the foundation’s intranet to share their insights,

augmenting the extensive research and data typically used to inform the

Foundation’s annual strategic-planning process. 

Irvine’s approach fits into the foundation’s long-term strategy to improve

productivity and reduce unnecessary duplication of effort. “Our goal is to

position the intranet as a key tool to help streamline procedures, minimize
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Getting to Scale

What these organizations have in common is the need to capture, store,

disseminate and manage knowledge. The systems needed to accomplish

that task – be they intranets, extranets or public Web sites – must be flexible,

scaleable and simple to manage. 

To stay on top of how other foundations are implementing knowledge

management practices, bookmark www.geofunders.org. Its Knowledge

Management Resource page provides numerous links to publications and

resources of interest to grantmakers. 

iapps has worked in close partnership with several foundations and affinity

groups at the conceptual and technical level, leveraging our experience and

technology tools to implement knowledge management solutions. 

Learn more at iapps.com/solutions or call us early in your planning

process so lessons learned can be leveraged before you proceed with design

and development. 

ASK YOUR STAFF:

What are the major barriers you face in capturing and sharing

knowledge with other staff and practitioners in the field? 

ASK YOUR IT DIRECTOR OR CONSULTANT:

What mix of technologies can we use to better capture and

disseminate our knowledge assets? 

TELL YOUR TRUSTEES:

Investing in the human and technical infrastructure we need to

develop and manage our intellectual capital is essential to realizing a

social return on our investments. 
t

t
t
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redundancies, model best practices and increase organizational learning,”

said Brandt Flomer, a former special assistant to the executive office who

oversaw much of the intranet’s early implementation.

As is often the case, Irvine’s intranet is viewed as one component of a

broader strategy to improve internal knowledge-sharing.  “As the foundation

refines its organizational processes and develops the appropriate incentive

schemes, orientation programs and skill development opportunities, the

intranet will be integrated with those off-line strategies,” said Flomer. “The

intranet is not viewed as a complete solution, but instead as a vehicle that is

well-suited to help implement the organization’s strategic initiatives.”

Supporting Best Practices

Sharing best practices is perhaps the most recognized form of knowledge

management in the sector. The Internet makes it possible on a global level. 

A case in point is a project of UN-Habitat and the Together Foundation,

which joined forces to create an online database of best practices to support

a global network of NGOs dedicated to the identification and exchange of

successful solutions for sustainable development. The network identifies initiatives

in cross-cutting areas such as housing, urban development, the environment,

economic development, poverty reduction, infrastructure and social services.

Its Web site provides best practice briefs that summarize how cities and

communities are solving critical social, economic and environmental

problems. In 2002, the network received more than 550 submissions and

updates from NGOs in more than 90 countries. After careful review, 126

programs were classified as best practices. In all, the online database today

contains some 1600 “good and best practices” from 140 countries. 

To supplement the database, the project partners maintain an online

learning center to facilitate the transfer of knowledge and skills. It includes

case-study material, training manuals and methods, and transfer guides.
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The numbers are astounding: 62,000 grantmaking foundations; nearly

$500 billion in assets; $30 billion in grants in 2002. Let’s face it. That’s

a lot of money, a lot of grants and a lot of paper. Foundations push

much of it, and even more is pushed on foundations.  

The Arthritis Foundation once estimated that in a typical grant cycle it

moved three tons of paper five times in 30 days. It is certain that more paper

is moved by foundations that do not have an electronic grants system than

by those that do. 

For most grantmakers, the mechanics of capturing, processing and

tracking grants data is the least glamorous aspect of their work. It is also

among the most inefficient. 

That’s why forward-thinking funders are moving aggressively to

implement e-grantmaking systems. By all accounts, e-grantmaking is one of

the most tangible ways for foundations to reduce costs, streamline processes

and improve their effectiveness. 

e-Grantmaking Defined

For many funders, e-grantmaking begins with putting their grant

application online. It’s a logical first step, but just one in what will ultimately

be a whole new way of conducting a foundation’s core business. Looked at

more broadly, e-grantmaking includes: 

• Online determination of eligibility

• Online submission of letter of inquiry and/or application

• Online application review

• Online notification of proposal status

• Online payment tracking

• Online approval and grant management

• Online reporting and outcomes measurement

e-Grantmaking
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e-Grantmaking

“Web-based grantmaking is the wave of the future – the

philanthropic sector cannot allow itself to be left behind.” 

Joseph G. Perpich 
Foundation News & Commentary, November/December 2003
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technology-related challenges. Fortunately, a number of companies now offer

Web-based tools to address the sector’s growing interest in proven solutions.

Established providers of grants management software, such as MicroEdge,

Arlington Group and Bromelkamp Company have joined newcomers like

CyberGrants and Foundation Source in offering either browser-based tools or

hybrid solutions that support a Web interface, such as MicroEdge’s MyGIFTS

and ReviewerConnect modules. 

Just as important, most of these companies are delivering solutions built

on open industry standards like TCP/IP and XML to support integration with

other vendors’ software products. 

NPO Solutions, for example, a leading provider of grants management

solutions to community foundations, now offers its clients a seamless link

between its FIMS and FoundationPower products and Merrill Lynch’s financial

systems. Bromelkamp Company is partnering with the Center for Arts

Management and Technology (CAMT) to integrate CAMT’s eGRANTJr. and

FundWeb into its Pearl grants management software. 

These developments are a notable trend in and of themselves. They

reflect a growing recognition that open standards are critical to ensuring

foundations have the flexibility they need to integrate their legacy systems with

new technologies still on the horizon. 

Where It Begins

Even the most modest foundation Web sites include a funder’s grant

guidelines. But grants managers are quick to point out that a significant

number of unqualified applications continue to cross the transom. 

In this respect, the shift to e-grantmaking leads to an immediate payoff.

Foundations that build eligibility screening into their e-grantmaking systems

report significant improvements, including less time spent responding to

unqualified applicants and more time reviewing higher-quality proposals.  

e-Grantmaking
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Measurable Gains

In a time of shrinking endowments and greater public scrutiny of foundation

practices, the case for investing in electronic grants management technology is

stronger than ever. Research conducted by Harvard Computing Group shows that

foundations with electronic systems see measurable gains in the following areas:

• Reduced mailing and administrative costs through the elimination of

paper processing.

• Shorter proposal and selection cycles, in some cases from months to

weeks, by eliminating paper processing delays.

• Improved quality of reviews by providing better information to

reviewers earlier in the process.

In addition, by enabling funders to capture more information online

about the outcome of their grants, e-grantmaking has the added benefit of

supporting funders’ knowledge management initiatives. 

With benefits this tangible it’s clear why e-grantmaking is a major

emerging trend. According to the Technology Affinity Group/Council on

Foundations Grantmakers Information Technology Survey Report, 81 percent

of the 300 foundations surveyed use grants management software. Of those,

nearly 15 percent now have an online application process.9 

Setting New Standards

To be sure, private sector foundations still lag behind their public sector

counterparts in adopting e-grantmaking technologies. The National Science

Foundation (NSF) now receives some 30,000 applications a year through its

FastLane site. In addition to tracking proposals, NSF uses FastLane to manage

the workflow and proposal review process for its review panel members. 

The TAG/Council on Foundations survey found, for many private foundations,

moving to a Web-based grants management system is one of their greatest
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There’s an added benefit – difficult to measure, perhaps, but no less

meaningful. Alerting grantseekers early in the process that they do not meet

a foundation’s funding guidelines can save resource-constrained nonprofits

precious time and energy seeking a grant that has no chance of being

awarded. That’s good for transparency and for a foundation’s bottom line. 

Leap Forward

For most e-grantmakers, that’s just the beginning. The next leap forward

comes with an online letter of inquiry (LOI), followed by the online

application itself. 
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The Dyson Foundation’s interactive eligibility questionnaire enables grantseekers to
determine their likelihood of receiving a grant prior to submitting an application.

Grantseekers planning to apply for a grant from the William T. Grant Foundation begin the
process with the Foundation’s online letter of inquiry.
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Process Online Tool

.

By receiving LOI and application data electronically many foundations

report notable productivity gains. Data doesn’t have to be manually entered.

Error-checking is handled before the application is submitted. Information is

immediately repurposed for dissemination to program staff, board members,

funding partners and reviewers. Some of the same information can be used

later to update a foundation’s online grants database. 

Fannie Mae Foundation, an early adopter of e-grantmaking technology, uses

MicroEdge’s Internet Grant Application Module (IGAM) to process LOIs and

applications. IGAM enables the foundation to import data directly into GIFTS, a

legacy system used by Fannie Mae Foundation to manage and track its grants.

In its first year using the IGAM, Fannie Mae Foundation received some

700 LOIs electronically – about 80 percent of the total, says Jamie Holtzclaw,

a senior grants management specialist at Fannie Mae Foundation. Of the full

proposals it received, nearly 50 percent were submitted online. 

Better Views

Integration between the Web and back-office grants management

systems is making it much easier for foundations to leverage their grants data

in important new ways. 

William Penn Foundation, for example, uses MicroEdge’s MyGIFTS

module to provide its program staff Web-based access to grants data that

falls within their program portfolio. Rather than requesting this information

from grants administrators, staff can log in and view the data directly. At a

glance, program officers can view pending proposals, upcoming site visits,

the status of grantee reports and more. 

Community foundations such as the Southwestern Arizona Community

Trust are using Bromelkamp Company’s FundWeb service to offer their donors

Web-based access to the status of donor-advised funds. FundWeb eliminates

the need for donors to contact Trust staff, a process that saves everyone time

and at the same time makes the foundation more transparent to its donors. 
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e-Grantmaking: The Grants Lifecycle and Online Tools

Foundation’s public Web site,
program descriptions and
guidelines, online grants

database

Grantseeker learns about the
Foundation, its programs and

guidelines, and funding
opportunities.

Eligibility quiz; online letter
of inquiry

Grantseeker determines eligibility.

Grant application (form,
supplementary documentation
upload, and automatic 501C3

status check).

Sharing information and
outcomes.

Eligible grantseeker submits
grant application to

foundation.

Circulation, review, comments and
vote by reviewers. Grantseeker
receives email updates and can

check status online.

Foundation reviews proposal
and notifies grantseeker of

acceptance or denial.

Grant data published in
foundation’s online grants

database along with outcomes
and evaluation documents.

Management of grant: payment
status, report submission,
extension requests, and

updates.

Administration, payment and
reporting throughout the 

duration of the grant.
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resources where it makes sense – simultaneously advancing one of its key

strategic initiatives and achieving a greater social return on its investment. 

For today’s forward-thinking grantmakers, a foundation’s Web strategy is not

separate from its grants management strategy. Integrating grant management

functionality into a foundation’s Web site streamlines administration functions,

saves time and improves communication with a foundation’s key stakeholders. 

e-Grantmaking
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Reports Are In 

A small but growing number of grantmakers are beginning to Web-

enable the grantee reporting process, a step that goes a long way towards

improving grantee-to-funder communication. 

When the Pew Charitable Trusts went live with its grantee extranet in 2002,

grantees quickly discovered the benefits, as did the foundation. According to the

Trusts’ Chief Information Officer, Paul Ratnaraj, Pew’s EZLink system gives grantees

direct access to all the information they previously had to request from Pew staff –

report deadlines, report templates, payment status and key contact information.

Once a report is submitted electronically, the appropriate Pew staff person is

automatically notified. Workflow is simplified. Staffing requirements are reduced. 

Measuring Social Returns

Cost savings and improved productivity are not the only way to measure

the value of e-grantmaking. As important is the impact e-grantmaking can

have on a funder’s strategic initiatives. 

Take, for example, the Colorado-based Gill Foundation. When it moved its

grant application process online it gained valuable insight into the impact of its

outreach efforts, particularly in rural areas traditionally underserved by the sector.

The foundation uses its online application to capture more than the

standard grant information. It asks questions designed to help the

foundation be much more nimble in responding to grantee’s needs.  

For example, Gill asks grantseekers how they learned about its Gay and

Lesbian Fund of Colorado – e.g., through public radio, direct mail, community

funding panels or other channels. As grant applications come in, the foundation

is able to gather real-time data about the results of its outreach efforts. 

The data enables Gill to quickly refine its tactics, not months later when

course corrections are of little value. This helps ensure that Gill invests its
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By asking grantseekers who submit online applications how they learned about its
grants programs, the Colorado-based Gill Foundation is able to quickly refine its
outreach and communications strategies targeting underserved rural communities. 

         

http://www.gillfoundation.org
http://www.gillfoundation.org
http://www.pewtrusts.org/


Putting the Trends Together

Today’s grantmakers face extraordinary challenges. There are calls

from all quarters to increase transparency and accountability. There

are greater demands to share knowledge with grantees and the field.

And there’s constant pressure to address complex social programs and

demonstrate results. 

And now, on top of it all, growing pressure to leverage new technology

to streamline processes, cut costs and increase foundation effectiveness. 

The question is: How does your foundation get there? 

Begin by understanding what new technology can do – for your staff, your

grantees, and for the nucleus of consultants, trustees and advisors who form

your organization’s intellectual backbone. People whose effectiveness depends

not on how much they already know, but on what more they can learn. And how

quickly they can translate new knowledge into meaningful results.  

Of course, knowing what technology can do for your foundation is the

easy part. What’s tougher is determining how to get past the hype to align

new technology with your mission and integrate it into your operations. This

requires not just good ideas, but strategy, planning, and execution.  Without

all three, even the best ideas will fail to materialize. Returns – whether social

or financial – will be elusive, at best. 

iapps has spent the last 10 years building a company that looks at

technology as a very powerful and promising way to advance the work of

foundations and social enterprises. We view technology not as a panacea,

but as a tool to augment our clients’ intellectual and financial capital in ways

unimaginable before the e-business revolution. 
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Integrated grant management is about streamlining the workflow for all

those involved in the grant cycle, from equipping potential grantees to

determine whether they should apply, to allowing program staff to process

grants easier and quicker. 

Bringing grant information in over the Web is a first step, but managing

the rest of the workflow – from grant reviewing to grantee reporting – is now

an option well within reach of today’s grantmakers.

To learn more about the benefits of an integrated grants management

solution, download “Integrated Grant Management: Impact on an NPO’s

Strategic Initiatives” from Harvard Computing Group’s online bookstore at

http://store.yahoo.com/harvardcomputinggroup/reports.html.

Bookmark the “Records Management and Technology” page on the Council

on Foundations Web site at www.cof.org. It provides links to publications, articles,

new research and summaries of best practices in grants management. 

Visit the Grants Managers Network Web site at www.gmnetwork.org to

learn about peer networking and training opportunities. If you’re a grants

manager, become a member of GMN and bookmark the GIGI extranet.

ASK YOUR GRANT MANAGEMENT TEAM:

How can we streamline more aspects of our grants management system

and make the workflow more efficient for staff, grantees and grantseekers? 

ASK YOUR  IT DIRECTOR OR CONSULTANT:

What technologies can we use to integrate our Web site with our

back-office grants management software and Web-enable the grant

application, review and reporting process? 

TELL YOUR GRANTS MANAGER:

An integrated grants management system can help us be more

efficient, effective and accountable.  

t
t

t
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Our goal is not to add more technology into the mix. It is to help our

clients solve problems, seize opportunities, and realize the potential of the

Internet to change the way organizations work for social change. 

You know the trends. You know the challenges. And now you know how

to find us. 

Go to iapps.com to learn how iapps’ team and technologies are helping

foundations capitalize on their intellectual assets. While you’re there, subscribe

to iapps eNews to stay on top of new trends and best practices. 

Call us at 1-888-68-IAPPS and talk to us about how iapps can help your

foundation with its online strategy. 

Share this book with your staff and your stakeholders. If you would like

additional copies, call us or download a PDF version at iapps.com/resources.
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